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Abstract—We have investigated the earth station errors in two-way time transfer. A 3.7-m earth station and a very small aperture terminal earth station were used in these experiments along with a transponder located on a mountain about 10 km away. The temperature coefficient of the receive delay for the 3.7 m NIST earth station was \((-150 \pm 30) \text{ ps/K}\), and the temperature coefficient for the transmit delay was \((-50 \pm 10) \text{ ps/K}\). The overall temperature coefficient for the earth station was \((100 \pm 30) \text{ ps/K}\). Aside from environmental errors there are apparent changes in delay due to characteristics of the modulation/demodulation scheme. Apparent delay changes due to nonlinearity effects in the earth station were as high as 10 ns. The errors due to code dependence and third code interference were sometimes as high as 3 ns.

I. INTRODUCTION

THIS PAPER investigates some of the sources of path nonreciprocity in earth stations. Nonreciprocity in earth station delays remains as one of the largest sources of error in two-way satellite time and frequency transfer (TWSTFT). We have measured the earth station receiver temperature coefficient of delay, as well as the earth station transmitter temperature coefficient of delay. We have also found apparent delay changes due to characteristics of the spread spectrum modulation and demodulation scheme.

II. TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT MEASUREMENTS

A 3.7 m (NIST) earth station and a very small aperture terminal (VSAT) earth station were used in these experiments along with a transponder located on a mountain about 10 km away. Two eight-channel data acquisition units were used to record temperature data in real time during two-way sessions. The common clock [1] two-way time transfer sessions were conducted around midnight, when the outside temperature remained fairly constant \((\pm 1 \text{ K})\). Use of a stationary transponder allows the separation of receive (RX) and transmit (TX) components of an earth station since the time delay measured at station A is the sum of the TX delay of station B and the RX delay of station A plus a constant. The temperature dependence of the NIST earth station’s RX and TX delays was obtained by raising the temperature of the NIST earth station while the temperature of the VSAT earth station remained nearly constant (Fig. 1). Since the VSAT temperature is constant during the experiment, the RX and TX delays of the VSAT should also remain constant. Figs. 2 and 3 show the temperature dependence of the TX and RX delays of the NIST earth station. The receiver temperature coefficient for the NIST earth station was calculated to be \((-150 \pm 30) \text{ ps/K}\) and the temperature coefficient for the TX delay was \((-50 \pm 10) \text{ ps/K}\). The overall temperature coefficient of the earth station was \((100 \pm 30) \text{ ps/K}\). The overall temperature coefficient of the earth station estimated from a standard common clock two-way satellite time and frequency transfer session using natural temperature variation was \((60 \pm 40) \text{ ps/K}\).

III. APPARENT CHANGES IN DELAY DUE TO SIGNAL DISTORTION

The up-converter of the NIST earth station was driven into compression during a two-way time transfer session with...
the VSAT earth station via the stationary transponder. The 70 MHz input power to the up-converter was set at 8 dB above the 1 dB compression point and decreased in 2 dB steps until the input level to the up-converter was 12 dB below the 1 dB compression point. The power was then increased back up to the value at the beginning of the experiment in 2 dB steps. The power changes occurred every 30 s and were implemented with a rotary attenuator with negligible delay change vs. attenuation. The power amplifier following the up-converter remained in linear mode of operation throughout the experiment. The transmit power of the earth station was attenuated to levels similar to those used in conventional TWSTFT. The apparent delay change in the (NIST TX + VSAT RX) delay is shown in Fig. 4. The changes in apparent delay were sometimes as large as 2 ns/dB and became very small below the 1 dB compression point of the upconverter. Similar results were obtained when the upconverter was in a linear mode of operation and the power amplifier in the transmitter was driven into compression. The earth station was operated under gain compression to study the effects of compression on TWSTFT. An earth station used for TWSTFT is not operated under these conditions. It is important to know the effects that gain compression has on TWSTFT because earth station users do not have control over the normal mode of operation of the satellite transponder. Satellite transponders usually employ traveling wave amplifiers which operate about the 3 dB compression point. TWSTFT may be sensitive to the satellite transponder user load.

IV. APPARENT DELAY DEPENDENCE ON SPREAD SPECTRUM CODE

The transmitter and receiver codes used by the modems were changed before the beginning of consecutive 5 min two-way time transfer sessions between the NIST and VSAT earth stations using a common clock. For the first run the NIST TX code was set at 3 and the receive code was 4 (NIST 3,4). The other three runs employed the following codes for the NIST earth station: TX = 5, RX = 4, TX = 4, RX = 3, TX = 5, RX = 4, TX = 1, RX = 8. The apparent delay dependence for the sets of codes used is shown in Fig. 5. The apparent delay varied up to 500 ps for the sets of codes used in this experiment.

V. APPARENT DELAY CHANGES DUE TO THE PRESENCE OF A THIRD CODE

Code interference is encountered when more than two earth stations are involved in TWSTFT. These errors are due to coherence among the earth stations participating in TWSTFT [3]. The NIST earth station was configured to do common clock single dish time transfer [1] through the stationary transponder. Modem 1 was set to transmit on code 3 and receive on code 4. Modem 2 was set to transmit on code 4 and receive on code 3. The VSAT earth station was used to transmit code five to the NIST earth station on 50 s intervals (off for 50 s, on for 50 s). In the first time transfer session the transmitted power from both the VSAT and NIST earth station were equal. During the second session the VSAT power was varied up to 500 ps for the sets of codes used in this experiment.

1The modems used in this investigation were MITREX 2500 modems. The commercial equipment has been identified only to allow other researchers to duplicate results contained here. Such identification does not imply recommendation or endorsement by the National Institute of Standards and Technology. Other commercial equipment may perform differently; in particular, it may be more or less stable than the equipment described here.
transmitted power was 10 dB higher than the NIST transmitted power. During the third session the NIST modems TX and RX codes were reversed but the VSAT transmitted power was still 10 dB higher. The results of this experiment are displayed in Fig. 6. When the power of the interfering signal was equal in amplitude to that of the desired signal the apparent delay change was about 400 ps. In one case the apparent delay change, for an interfering signal 10 dB higher than the desired signal, was greater than 2 ns.

The apparent delay dependence on the code of an interfering signal is shown in Fig. 7. The NIST earth station was setup to do common-clock, single-dish time transfer through the stationary transponder. The NIST modem TX code was set at 4 and the RX code at 3. The transmit power of the NIST earth station was about 3 dB higher than in the previous experiment. The interfering signal was broadcast from the VSAT with the TX code switched from 2 to 7 in 50 s intervals. The VSAT TX power was 10 dB higher than the NIST TX power.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
The temperature coefficient of the NIST earth station can lead to large errors in the accuracy of two-way time transfer during the course of a year when temperature fluctuations can be as large as 50 K. Diurnal temperature fluctuations can be as large as 15 K which would cause fluctuations in delay greater than 1 ns. These errors can be reduced by temperature control of the earth-station electronics or temperature compensation of the two-way data. The errors in delay could also be measured with the use of a satellite simulator and the data adjusted [2]. The problem needs to be addressed by all parties involved in two-way time transfer.

Apparent delay errors as large as 10 ns can arise from signal distortion from nonlinearity in the earth-station electronics. Nonlinearities could also be present in the satellite transponder. The apparent delay dependence on spread-spectrum code and third-code interference were sometimes as large as 3 ns. This effect would cause TWSTFT to be a function of the number of earth stations participating as well as the codes used and output powers. The errors in delay due to signal distortion, code dependence and third code interference, are not caused by changes in path length through the earth station. These errors are a characteristic of the biphase modulator/demodulator used in the modem. The chip period presently used in the modems is 400 ns and a 0.1% change in the correlation function yields a 400 ps error. All of these apparent delay errors should decrease with a higher chip rate. In present systems improvements can be made by minimizing nonlinearities in the earth stations and operating at consistent power. In critical applications it may be necessary to conduct two-way time and frequency transfers with only a pair of earth stations. A consistent and careful approach to two-way frequency transfer is required to minimize stability problems. It will be more difficult to minimize the errors in accuracy for time transfer.
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